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Abstract: Broadband electromagnetic (EM) modeling increases in importance for virtual prototyping
of advanced power electronics systems (PES), enabling a more accurate prediction of fast switching
converter operation and its impact on energy conversion efficiency and EM interference. With the aim
to predict and reduce an adverse impact of parasitics on the dynamic performance of fast switching
power semiconductor devices, the circuit-oriented EM modeling based on the extraction of equivalent
lumped R-L-C-G circuits is frequently selected over the Finite Element Method (FEM)-based EM
modeling, mainly due to its lower computational complexity. With requirements for more accurate
virtual prototyping of fast-switching PES, the modeling accuracy of the equivalent-RLCG-circuitbased EM modeling has to be re-evaluated. In the literature, the equivalent-RLCG-circuit-based EM
techniques are frequently misinterpreted as the quasi-static (QS) 3-D Partial Element Equivalent
Circuit (PEEC) method, and the observed inaccuracies of modeling HF effects are attributed to the QS
field assumption. This paper presents a comprehensive analysis on the differences between the QS
3-D PEEC-based and the equivalent-RLCG-circuit-based EM modeling for simulating the dynamics
of fast switching power devices. Using two modeling examples of fast switching power MOSFETs,
a 3-D PEEC solver developed in-house and the well-known equivalent-RLCG-circuit-based EM
modeling tool, ANSYS Q3D, are compared to the full-wave 3-D FEM-based EM tool, ANSYS HFSS. It
is shown that the QS 3-D PEEC method can model the fast switching transients more accurately than
Q3D. Accordingly, the accuracy of equivalent-RLCG-circuit-based modeling approaches in the HF
range is rather related to the approximations made on modeling electric-field induced effects than to
the QS field assumption.
Keywords: partial element equivalent circuit; finite element method; quasi-static electromagnetic
modeling; fast switching power semiconductor devices
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1. Introduction
Fast switching power semiconductor devices have a great potential to further increase
the performance of advanced power electronic systems (PES), which represent a key enabler for highly efficient generation, distribution, and use of electrical energy. During fast
switching transients, the system dynamic performance is strongly influenced not only
by the device design but also by the layout parasitics. Accordingly, design optimization
of circuit and/or package layouts is required in order to fully utilize the fast switching
capabilities of new generations of silicon (Si) power metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect
transistors (MOSFETs), and especially of emerging wide-band gap (WBG) power semiconductor devices, i.e., gallium nitride high-electron-mobility transistors (GaN-HEMTs)
and silicon carbide (SiC) power MOSFETs. The prediction of layout parasitics and layout
optimization using electromagnetic (EM) modeling evolves as a constitutive step of the
PES design. The main aim of using EM modeling tools is to estimate the electrical system
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performance before actual hardware prototyping. Commonly investigated aspects are
conduction and switching power losses, conducted and radiated electromagnetic interference (EMI), over-voltages, over-currents, current- and voltage-slopes, and stability. Power
electronics (PE) applications involve the current and voltage signals in a wide frequency
range, i.e., line frequency (50 Hz), switching frequency (from tens of kHz up to MHz range)
and high frequency associated to switching transients (from ≈50 MHz up to ≈1 GHz),
implying the need for accurate and computationally affordable broadband electromagnetic
characterization. The broadband measurements of parasitics in multichip power modules
lead to extraction of simplified equivalent circuits used for modeling the package EM
behavior [1–3], frequently neglecting mutual inductive and capacitive coupling effects.
The equivalent electrical circuits of discrete packages can be extracted based on impedance
measurements [4], S-parameter measurements [5] or Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) [6].
Additionally, to achieve a good match between measurements and EM simulations, it
is highly important to understand the measurement setup in terms of calibration, excitations ports and measurement accuracy in different frequency ranges [7]. Accordingly,
the parasitics extraction of power modules and PE circuit layouts based on experimental
measurement procedures is quite limited and computational electromagnetics represents
the key enabler for broadband electromagnetic characterization enabling a more accurate
virtual prototyping of PES [8].
With the tremendous increase of computational power available on personal computers and server machines, solving Maxwell’s equations numerically on a large domain with
hundreds of thousands unknowns becomes feasible. As EM modeling at the system level
gains more and more attention in recent decades, powerful EM modeling tools dedicated
for PE applications have been developed. Selecting the right EM tool for the specified application should be based on selecting the right numerical technique, which in turn depends
on the layout geometry and the modeling accuracy requested in different frequency ranges.
For example, for the EM modeling of printed circuit board (PCB) layouts with surface
mounted devices (SMD), typically the so-called 2.5D (or 3D planar) EM simulators such as,
e.g., ANSYS HFSS 3D Layout and KEYSIGHT Momentum are used. These simulators are
based on the assumption of dominant two-dimensional (2-D) current distribution, such as
in PCB multilayer structures, including the current through PCB vias in a computationally
efficient way. On the other hand, in PE applications, the modeling domain often cannot be
simplified and the current distribution has to be calculated in arbitrary three-dimensional
(3-D) geometries, e.g., PCBs with discrete TO-packages and/or power modules. Hence,
EM simulators which can accurately model 3-D current flow are required.
For the dimensions of typical power modules (several cm to some low tens of cm)
with fast switching power semiconductor devices, i.e., with current/voltage transients in
the range of several ns, the quasi-static (QS) EM field assumption is still valid, whereas
the full-wave EM field has to be taken into account to represent longer structures such
as, e.g., motor cables, or to simulate radiated EMI. In the state-of-the-art broadband EM
modeling for PE applications, two types of numerical techniques are frequently employed
for solving numerically the Maxwell’s equations: Finite Element (FE)-based methods and
equivalent-circuit-based methods. The FE modeling typically does not apply any simplifications on the Maxwell’s equations and calculates the solutions for broadband EM field
distribution by discretizing the 3-D modeling volume in small mesh elements. As EM
modeling considering the low- and high-frequency effects with the same accuracy is a very
challenging task, FEM EM field solvers are commonly specialized for either high frequency
(HF) or low-frequency (LF) EM simulations. The main benefit of using the equivalentcircuit-based methods is a typically lower computational cost for extracting the layout
parasitics in a wide frequency range, i.e., from dc to hundreds of MHz, however, at the price
of lower modeling accuracy. The idea behind all equivalent-circuit based methods comes
from the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) method. While the PEEC method is
a stand-alone numerical technique, the equivalent-circuit-based modeling tools employ
several numerical techniques to derive equivalent circuits of layout parasitics. For example,
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the QS EM simulation tool, ANSYS Q3D, employs the FEM and the Method-of-Moments
(MoM), and hence, it is related in the literature to both 3D-PEEC method [9,10] and Finite
Element Analysis [11,12]. The Q3D derives equivalent circuits of layout parasitics in a form
of R-L-C-G lumped elements, where R-L and C-G are calculated by decoupling the electric
and magnetic field components in the Maxwell’s equations. A similar approach is also
used in [13], where the capacitive and inductive effects are calculated by two independent
solvers, a 3-D MoM electrostatic and a 3-D MoM magnetostatic solver, respectively. In [11],
decoupled modeling of capacitive and inductive layout behavior was treated as a QS
EM field assumption. In particular, a less accurate HF modeling using the RLCG-based
modeling tools has been attributed to limitations of the QS field assumption and engineers
resort to full-wave FEM EM modeling tools for modeling HF EM field effects more accurately. However, the capacitive layout effects can become dominant in the frequency
range above hundreds of MHz for which the coupling between the magnetic and electric
field components can start to have a higher impact and the QS assumption is still valid.
Accordingly, the simplifications adopted in the RLCG-based EM modeling tools are often
not well investigated in terms of their accuracy for accurate capturing of HF effects under
the QS EM field assumption. The differences between the RLCG EM modeling approach
and a QS 3D-PEEC solver for the fast switching PE applications have not been addressed
in a comprehensive way so far. The aim of this paper is to provide a comprehensive
overview of these numerical engines in terms of modeling accuracy and overall capability
for the extraction of broadband EM macromodels of PCB circuit and power semiconductor
package layouts.
2. The State-of-the-Art Device-Circuit Layout Coupled Modeling
The simulations of PE circuits are commonly based on modeling power semiconductor
devices using a switch model with look-up tables describing the switching and conduction
energy losses [14–16]. This guarantees fast simulations of power converters with a high
number of power semiconductor devices, but lacks in accurate modeling of the respective
switching transients. The switching transients are strongly influenced by non-linear C-V
and I-V device characteristics as well as the circuit layout parasitics [17], which in turn determines the device energy losses and electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise levels. Energy
losses and EMI noise become the key design aspects of power converters implementing
fast switching power semiconductor devices. The virtual prototyping of power converters,
especially the accurate prediction of the generated EMI noise, the device stress, the current
and voltage slopes and the ringing, requires equivalent electrical models of circuit layout
parasitics and Spice-based compact device models. Therefore, the computational cost is
increasing in comparison to the standard PE circuit simulators [16].
The state-of-the-art device-circuit layout coupled modeling for PE applications can
be described by a diagram showed on Figure 1. The EM modeling starts from the threedimensional (3D) model of the circuit layout and the selection of a numerical technique
used for solving Maxwell’s equations. The most known numerical techniques used in
computational electromagnetics for PE are the FEM, the MoM and the PEEC method.
Solving numerically Maxwell’s equations leads to an EM macromodel in a form of a multiport linear network, where the ports represent the selected nodes in 3-D layout structure,
whose values can be then extracted from the circuit simulation. The multi-port linear
network describes the input-output response of the circuit layout either in the time or the
frequency domain. To consider the influence of circuit layouts on the system performance,
the EM macromodel has then to be simulated together with the electrical models of PE
circuit components such as magnetic components, capacitors, gate drivers, and power
semiconductor devices. A circuit simulator is used to calculate the respective current and
voltage transient waveforms.
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arrangement of components

L1: ports modeling accuracy

Figure 1. Diagram showing the state-of-the-art device-circuit layout modeling.

2.1. Time Domain EM Macromodeling
Time domain macro-modeling refers to representing the EM performance of circuit
layout in time domain by means of the impulse or step response at each port or the
time-domain state-space model. The impulse response, i.e., derivative of step response,
of the system describes in time-domain all the information contained in the poles and
residues of a frequency domain macro-model. When the impulse response is available,
it is convolved with the external signals at the ports allowing the circuit simulations
coupling time-domain EM macro-models and (non)linear models of power devices and
other electrical components. Time-domain impulse response can be directly extracted from
Network Analyzer and TDR measurements, or from a transient analysis performed using
commercial EM modeling tools typically based on, e.g., Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) method or Transmission Line Method (TLM). The time-domain state-space model
can also be calculated by numerical techniques such as the PEEC method. As measurements
of multi-port networks in a wide frequency range can be very challenging and the standard
measurement equipment is typically designed for Z0 = 50 Ω, time-domain computational
electromagnetics seems to be attractive. However, directly importing an impulse response
matrix or a time-domain state-space model to circuit simulators is not supported by any
of commercial circuit simulators. Therefore, in PE, frequency domain EM modeling is
typically used for extracting the layout parasitics and generating the equivalent electrical
models suitable for the time-domain simulations. This means that the frequency-to-time
transformation is inherently needed and stability and passivity have to be enforced if not
originally satisfied by the frequency-domain dataset. As a consequence, the modeling
accuracy may be affected. Namely, a passive model matches a non-passive dataset up to a
specified threshold accuracy, which is related to the amount of passivity violation in the
data [18].
2.2. Frequency Domain EM Macromodeling
The frequency domain EM field solution at the ports is calculated in Nf frequency points
in the form of S, Z, or Y network parameters. In the case of S-parameters, S = [Sij ( f m )],
where i, j = 1 . . . Np , Np is number of ports, and m = 1 . . . Nf , a characteristic impedance
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Z0 has to be defined. Such a multi-port linear network represents the broadband frequency
behavior of the modeled circuit layout, which is by nature a passive circuit. In order
to simulate the frequency domain EM macromodel in the time-domain circuit simulations, an equivalent electrical circuit (netlist) has to be generated. For the Sn×n matrix,
either a state-space model or a rational-model using the poles-residues representation
is extracted fitting to the calculated samples Sij ( f m ), where i, j = 1 . . . n [19]. The most
common technique for the extraction of pole-residue rational model is the Vector Fitting
(VF) technique [20]. If the passivity of the rational-model is not satisfied, an enforcement
passivity procedure is then applied in order to preserve the physical properties of modeling
layout [18]. Finally, an equivalent circuit (netlist) can be synthesized from the pole-residue
model or the state-space model [19]. For an accurate broadband EM macro-model, it is
mandatory to perform a frequency sweep over a wide frequency range resulting in a large
number of frequency samples. Circuit simulators such as, e.g., KEYSIGHT ADS and ANSYS Nexxim implement algorithms for direct conversion of S-parameter to time-domain
based on either a conversion to impulse response (e.g., Inverse Fast Fourier Transformation)
and convolution or via the state-space model generation. Within this paper, we refer to
this method as quasi-time-domain macro-modeling, since first S-parameters have to be
provided in a large number of frequency points covering a wide frequency range.
3. Circuit-Oriented 3-D Electromagnetic Modeling
Electromagnetic tools used in PE for the extraction of circuit layout parasitics are
typically based on the numerical techniques such as the FEM, MoM, and the PEEC method.
Hereby, the numerical technique of choice determines the definition of the ports representing the placement of electrical components in the circuit layout, the structure mesh
properties, and the broadband EM modeling accuracy.
An accurate extraction of layout parasitics can be performed by using powerful numerical engines based on the FEM. The FEM-based EM solvers resort to the meshing of the
entire volume of the modeling domain and approximating the EM fields on this volume
mesh. On the other hand, the methods derived from the integral form of Maxwell’s equations such as MoM and the PEEC method adopt a volumetric mesh based on the concept
of the Green’s function [21]. Differently from the FEM-based modeling, the latter avoid the
use of absorbing boundary conditions to approximate unbounded media. Another advantage is the possibility to extract impedance of non-closed current paths in a wide-frequency
range by defining the input and output ports, while in the three-dimensional (3-D) FEMbased EM solvers, only closed current paths can be defined [7]. In PE applications it is
often challenging to define common return current paths, and specialized, therefore the
equivalent-RLCG-circuit-based solvers [11,13,22] have been frequently employed in engineering practice for the parasitic extraction and generation of EM macromodels. The RLCG
solvers are often related to the 3-D PEEC-based modeling, but there are major differences
between these two numerical techniques.
3.1. 3D-PEEC Solver
The 3-D PEEC method [23] leads to a large equivalent circuit coupling magnetic
and electric field effects which can be described by the PEEC system matrix (1) using the
modified nodal analysis [24],


jωP−1
A

−AT
R + jωLp + Yd−1 (ω )

 
 

Φ(ω )
Is (ω )
·
=
I(ω )
Vs (ω )

(1)

where I(ω ) and Φ(ω ) represent the unknown distribution of currents and electric potentials
in the discretized 3-D modeling domain, respectively, P accounts for the coefficients of
potential, Lp is the partial inductance matrix, and A is the connectivity matrix, the matrix R
and Yd (ω ) are diagonal, representing the resistances of elementary conductor cells, and the
impedances of dispersive and lossy dielectric cells, respectively, [25]. Namely, Yd (ω ) can
be written in the form of real and imaginary part, G + jωCe , which reduces to only jωCe
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for non-lossy dielectrics. The effects of electric and magnetic field components are taken
into account by P and Lp , respectively. The size of P, Lp , R and Yd (ω ), A are defined
by the PEEC mesh. Namely, the PEEC mesh leads to N volume elementary cells and
Np elementary cell nodes, so that P is Np × Np matrix, L, R and Yd are N × N matrices,
A is N × Np matrix. Here, it should be noted that the inter-dependency of the electric
and magnetic fields, i.e., coupling between electric and magnetic field components, are
taken into account in a mathematically rigorous way by using a common PEEC mesh
for calculating P, Lp and R matrices. The full-wave PEEC modeling is also described by
(1), however P and Lp are then complex matrices. Furthermore, the QS and full-wave
PEEC formulation can be extended to include magnetic materials [26]. In the QS PEEC
formulation without dielectrics, i.e., the (R,L,P) PEEC method, the PEEC system matrix
reduces to (2),

 
 

Φ(ω )
Is (ω )
jωP−1
−A T
·
=
.
(2)
I(ω )
Vs (ω )
A
R + jωLp
The computational cost of the PEEC EM modeling is defined by the order of the system
matrix, ( Np + N ) × ( Np + N ), where ( Np + N ) can reach more than 100 k unknowns for
the actual modeling structures in PE applications. For extracting EM model of the layout,
the access to only small number of internal nodes is needed, and Model-Order-Reduction
(MOR) techniques [27,28] can be employed to reduce the system complexity and speed-up
the system solution in a large number of frequency points. Further simplifications of the 3-D
PEEC modeling can be performed by neglecting electric field induced effects, which leads
to the QS (R,L) PEEC formulation, implemented in the well-known EM tools for inductance
extraction, FastHenry [29] and Inca3D [30]. Similarly, a simulation tool FastCap [31] based
on the charge-potential relation, was used for independent extraction of capacitances,
which can be associated to the P matrix in the (R,L,P) PEEC method. Combining R and L
matrices extracted from, e.g., FastHenry or Inca3D, and the C-matrix extracted analytically
or using, e.g., FastCap, an equivalent circuit-oriented EM modeling, referred in this paper
to the equivalent-RLCG-circuit-based EM modeling, has been frequently adapted for PE
applications [32–34].
3.2. RCLG-Solvers
The calculation of electric and magnetic field effects in the QS RLCG solvers are based
on two independent solvers, a RL solver and a CG solver, for the extraction of inductive and
capacitive circuit behavior, respectively, [11,13]. The EM field distribution to be simulated
is approximated on a 3-D modeling structure using the equivalent lumped R-L-C-G circuit
representation. By enforcing the Kirchhoff laws to independent nodes and loops, the RLCG
system matrix can be written in the form of (3),


G + jωC
A

−AT
R + jωL

 
 

Φ(ω )
Is (ω )
·
=
,
I(ω )
Vs (ω )

(3)

where C matrix represents the capacitances between conductors, G models the conductances of lossy dielectrics, R and L model resistance and inductances of conductors, respectively. In particular, using the RLCG solvers, the user first defines the points of interest in
3-D modeling structures, which are then used as input modeling nodes Nc . Each input
modeling node is associated to a surface cell (patch) on a conductor, where YC (G + jωC)matrix elements model the electric-field induced effects, i.e., the complex admittances of
the surface cells. Volume cells are defined between two input modeling nodes, so that the
matrix ZL (R + jωL) model the magnetic-field induced effects, i.e., the self- and mutualcomplex impedances of the volume cells. The computation of ZL and YC is based on two
independent EM solvers implementing different types of mesh. Namely, in a comparison
to the 3-D PEEC solver, surface and volume cells are further discretized by smaller mesh
elements to calculate ZL and YC matrices. This leads to structured differences between the
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3D-PEEC (2) and 3D-RLCG modeling (3). While in the 3-D PEEC methods, R is diagonal
matrix, in a RLCG modeling approach, non-diagonal R elements model the real part of the
non-zero mutual impedance between two volume cells. In addition, in the RLCG method,
the presence of dielectric is included within the YC matrix modeling the Joule losses by G
and the capacitive effects by C, while the 3-D PEEC method includes also the inductive
behavior of current paths through dielectric material. Accordingly, the equivalent circuit is
formed based on a smaller number of input modeling nodes, i.e., ports, so that the size of
the original RLCG system matrix is significantly reduced in comparison to the 3D-PEEC
system of equations. In particular, adding more input nodes, the size of equivalent circuit
is increasing and the complexity of RLCG-solvers increases towards the complexity of
3-D PEEC solvers. In the Q3D, a RLCG matrix element can be represented an equivalent
Transmission Line Model (TLM), i.e., distributing R, L, G, and C uniformly across a system of coupled transmission lines. This makes the RLCG solver of Q3D computationally
efficient, however not mathematically rigorous. Furthermore, in the presence of non-lossy
dielectrics or without dielectrics, the system matrix of RLCG solvers reduces to (4),


jωC
A

−A T
R + jωL

 
 

Φ(ω )
Is (ω )
·
=
.
I(ω )
Vs (ω )

(4)

Comparing (4) and (2), it can be seen that the 3-D PEEC system of equations for the
QS PEEC formulation without dielectrics has the same form as the RLCG system matrix
without dielectrics and with non-lossy dielectrics. Due to this resembling, the RLCG EM
modeling is sometimes misinterpreted as 3-D PEEC modeling in the literature, e.g., [9].
In [10], the inaccuracy of HF modeling in Q3D was addressed only for an example of a
long transmission line for which it was assumed that the QS assumption becomes invalid
above 100 MHz. It was shown that the accuracy of modeling capacitive effects in Q3D can
be improved by using TLM and dividing the structure in smaller parts, which corresponds
to adding more internal nodes as previously discussed. Here in this paper, the RLCGbased equivalent circuit modeling in the Q3D is investigated with respect to modeling
the capacitive HF effects to show that the inaccuracies are not related to the QS field
assumptions as often stated in the literature [10,11] but rather to the approximation of the
3-D PEEC modeling approach.
The 3D-PEEC method has been recognized as a numerical technique with a high
potential for broadband EM modeling in PE [35–37]. It has been often used assuming a
regular mesh with parallelepipeds as basic elements, which allows PEEC matrices, R, Lp ,
and P, to be computed fast based on closed-form analytical formulas [38]. However, this
prevents using the standard meshing algorithms and thus, modeling of more complex 3-D
geometries. With the increasing requirements to accurately capture the skin and proximity
HF effects over a wide frequency range for modeling complex geometries without any
limitations, the 3-D FEM-based EM simulations have recently received more and more
attention [7].
3.3. Comparison between FEM-, RLCG- and PEEC-Based EM Modeling
A comprehensive analysis on the differences between the 3-D PEEC method, the RLCG
method with two independent RL and CG solvers, and the 3-D FEM with respect to
predicting the fast switching transients of power semiconductor devices is based on a
double pulse test (DPT) circuit with a non-optimized layout developed so that it promotes
the high parasitic effects and can be accurately modeled by all three numerical techniques.
As shown in Figure 2, the DPT circuit layout includes PCB tracks, two TO packages of a
free-wheeling diode, and a power MOSFET. The EM frequency-domain macromodel of
the layout is extracted by three solvers: (1) the well-known RLCG solver of ANSYS Q3D
Extractor [22], (2) the powerful FEM solver of ANSYS HFSS [7], and (3) a 3-D PEEC solver
developed in-house [37].
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Figure 2. EM modeling of fast switching transients based on a DPT circuit: (a) the DPT circuit
schematic with marked connected areas and 12 ports, (b) 3D circuit layout including PCB tracks and
two TO-packages for a free-wheeling diode and a power switch.

The accuracy of EM modeling can be defined at three levels as shown in Figure 1.
The first level (L1) is the geometry import and definition of ports, the second level (L2)
is the meshing and solver accuracy, and the third level (L3) is extraction of EM macromodel for time-domain simulations. The modeling example under test is designed so
that further geometry simplifications are not required for any of the three numerical
techniques. Namely, the bond-wires of TO-packages are modeled by non-orthogonal
parallelepipeds [39] and the other parts are modeled by orthogonal PEEC cells.
3.3.1. Ports
The length of ports is kept small in order to minimize the effects of different port
definitions between the solvers [7,40]. Moreover, once the S-parameters are extracted in
the frequency range [0 GHz, 1 GHz] in Nf points, they are imported in the same way in
the ANSYS Nexxim circuit simulator, which internally uses the state-space modeling to
generate the quasi-time-domain EM macro-models. Therefore, the same modeling accuracy
at the level L3 is assumed for all three numerical techniques in the time-domain, and only
the differences due to different numerical techniques affecting the modeling accuracy at
the level L2 are emphasized.
The DPT circuit defines four connected areas, referred to as nets, and six ports, Pi +
and Pi −, where i = 1 . . . 6, marked in Figure 2 by different colors. In comparison to the
ports P1-4 with the references (Pi −) to the ground (GND) plane, the ports P5 and P6 are
differential ports with the internal nodes P5− and P6−, respectively, which do not belong
to the GND net. Using the HFSS FEM solver, only 6 × 6 S-parameters can be extracted,
while both the PEEC solver and the RLCG solver of Q3D return 12 × 12 S-parameters
directly. For the calculation of S-parameters, the characteristic impedance Z0 = 50 Ω is
used. In the next step, S6×6 parameters are generated from the Q3D and PEEC S12×12
parameters, with the aim to make the time-domain simulations with the PEEC and Q3D
S-parameters equivalent to the time-domain simulations with the S parameters calculated
using the HFSS. By importing S6×6 matrix into the ANSYS Nexxim circuit simulator,
the Pi − ports of the components, i.e., an inductor Lload , a diode DDUT , a power MOSFET
MDUT , and two voltage sources Vtest and VGdrive , are connected between the corresponding
ports Pi + and the circuit GND, i.e., reference 0 [41]. In this way, the potential of port Pi +
in the transient simulation with S6×6 parameters represents the voltage between Pi + and
Pi − in the transient simulation with S12×12 matrix.
3.3.2. Mesh
The highest frequency of interest for the EM modeling of fast switching transients is
set to 1 GHz. The frequency range below 1 MHz is referred to as LF, whereas the HF range
is defined as f ≥ 1 MHz.
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The HFSS 3-D FEM solver has a powerful meshing procedure implementing an
adaptive mesh refinement technique. This allows achieving an optimized mesh for the
solution frequency f 0 and the maximum variation of S-parameters ∆S in two consecutive
iterations, as initially specified by the user, automatically. In the HFSS simulations, f 0 is set
to 1 GHz and ∆S to 0.1%. This leads to 314 K tetrahedra.
The Q3D mesh is determined by the RL and the CG solvers, and each solver uses
a different mesh. The RL solver uses a LF-optimized FEM to calculate the dc solution
(Rdc , Ldc ), modeling the current distribution across the whole cross section of conductors.
A MoM solver based on the surface approximation is used to calculate the ac solution (Rac ,
Lac ), assuming that the skin effect is fully developed so that the current is distributed only
on the surface of the conductor. The transition between the dc and ac solution is estimated
based on the modeling geometry and the frequency-dependent skin depth. In the Q3D
simulations, an adaptive mesh strategy is used similar to the one used in the HFSS 3-D
FEM solver. A relative convergence error for iterative RLCG solvers in Q3D is set to 0.1%.
This results in the numbers of mesh elements equal to 10.5 K triangles, 35.5 K triangles,
and 158 K tetrhedra for the CG, ACRL, DCR solvers, respectively.
The mesher implemented for the PEEC method first cuts the modeling structure in
sub-domains and then runs the mesh with a specified maximum size of PEEC elements.
The PEEC solver developed in-house can implement two types of mesh: uniform mesh
and non-uniform mesh. The uniform mesh can capture the broadband EM behavior of
a modeling structure more accurately but it requires a higher number of unknowns for
larger structures. The PEEC non-uniform mesh has to be carefully implemented to capture
both LF and HF effects with the same accuracy. A more accurate modeling with the
non-uniform PEEC mesh would currently imply a higher number of unknowns. The inhouse hexahedral PEEC mesher works as follows: firstly, the modeling structure shown
in Figure 2 is cut into sub-regions in order to remove hanging nodes, cf. Figure 3a. This
operation leads to 813 regions. Then, each region is locally meshed with an uniform
criterion leading to 20,860 branch currents and 4867 node potentials, cf. Figure 3b. Finally,
this PEEC mesh leads to the minimum and maximum PEEC elements size of 0.5 µm and
1.5 mm, respectively.

a)

b)

Figure 3. PEEC meshing procedure: (a) cutting the 3-D modeling domain, and (b) meshing.

3.3.3. Resulting S-Parameters
The S-parameters were first calculated by the in-house developed PEEC solver,
the HFSS 3-D FEM solver, the Q3D RLCG-solver and Q3D RL-solver. They are shown in
Figure 4. In the Q3D, S-parameters can be calculated either by an equivalent TLM or a
lumped RLGC model. The TLM distributes the lumped resistances (R), inductances (L),
conductances (G) and capacitances (C) uniformly across a system of coupled transmission
lines, which corresponds to adding more internal nodes in between the input modeling
nodes. The S-parameters, S12 , S14 , S34 , and S24 , are selected to show the differences between
the modeling approaches. S14 and S24 contribute to the gate-power loops coupling, while
S12 and S34 are associated to the power loop impedance and the gate loop impedance,
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respectively. In the HF range, the PEEC S-parameters are physically more closer to the
HFSS S-parameters than the Q3D RLCG S-parameters. To fully match the PEEC and HFSS
S-parameters is challenging mainly due to the PEEC mesh requirements.
As explained in Section 3.2, the TLM can increase accuracy for certain modeling
structures in power electronics. Using the Q3D RLCG model, the S12 and S34 show a
higher deviation from the S-parameters calculated by the HFSS 3-D FEM solver and the
PEEC solver, as it can be seen in Figure 4a,b, respectively. In particular, the accuracy of
S12 and S34 is improved by using the Q3D RLCG-TLM, while the S14 and S24 , shown in
Figure 4c,d, calculated by the Q3D RLCG-TLM show still a visible deviation from the
corresponding HFSS and PEEC S-parameters in the HF range above 100 MHz. The effects
of electric-field induced couplings can be identified by comparing the Q3D-RLCG and
Q3D-RL S-parameters.
HFSS

PEEC

Q3D RLCG

10−1
3.5

| S34|

| S12|

4

3
107
a)
10−5
105

108
frequency (Hz)

109

b)

104
| S24|

| S14|

102
107

Q3D RLCG-TLM

9
8
7
6
5
107
105

10−5

108
frequency (Hz)

109

104

103

c)

Q3D-RL
10−1

103
102

108
frequency (Hz)

109

d)

107

108
frequency (Hz)

109

Figure 4. The magnitude of selected S parameters calculated in the HF range by the PEEC solver
developed in-house, the HFSS 3-D FEM solver, the Q3D RLCG-solver, the Q3D RLCG-solver with
TLM, and the Q3D RL-solver: (a) S12 , (b) S14 , (c) S34 and (d) S24 .

The importance of these differences observed in the S-parameters calculated by five
different methods is evaluated by modeling the switching transients of power MOSFETs as
shown in the next section.
4. Device-Circuit Layout Coupled Simulations
The aim of this section is to demonstrate the main differences between three numerical
techniques with respect to predicting fast switching transients of power semiconductor
devices, such as Si Super Junction (SJ) and SiC power MOSFETs. The potential differences
between switching transient simulations are demonstrated on two examples, implementing
the EM macromodels, i.e., S6×6 parameters, as extracted by the PEEC solver developed
in-house, and the commercial tools ANSYS Q3D and HFSS (see above). The current
commutation between a SiC diode DDUT (IDWD40G120C5) [42] and a power MOSFET
MDUT is simulated in ANSYS Nexxim using the DPT circuit shown in Figure 2. As layout
optimization is crucial for achieving the best performance of fast switching power devices,
MDUT is in the first example modeled as a fast switching high efficiency Si SJ power
MOSFET (IPP60R180C7), MDUT1 , Ref. [43] and in the second example as a SiC trench power
MOSFET (IMZ120R030M1H) [44] (MDUT2 ), using the vendor-provided Spice models.
4.1. Example 1
The first example demonstrates the simulation of HF oscillations in the power loop
amplified from the gate loop oscillations via the high transconductance of the MOSFET,
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i.e., id ≈ gm Vgs modeling MDUT1 as a 600 V, 180 mΩ fast switching Si SJ power MOSFET.
The current waveforms simulated in ANSYS Nexxim using the DPT circuit from Figure 2a
with the PEEC-, Q3D- and HFSS- S6×6 parameters are shown in Figure 5 for MDUT1
switching the current IL = 40 A at Vtest = 400 V for Rgate = 2 Ω and Cgd,ext = 10 pF.

7.12

7.14
d)

7.08
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7.12

7.14

time (µs)
40
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Q3D RLCG-TLM

30
20
10
0
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7.04

7.06

7.08 7.1
time (µs)

7.12

7.14

Figure 5. Simulations of HF oscillations observed in the drain current waveform of a fast switching
Si SJ power MOSFET MDUT1 for IL = 40 A, Vtest = 400 V, Rgate = 2 Ω, Cgd,ext = 10 pF using the
extracted S6×6 parameters: (a) HFSS vs. PEEC, (b) HFSS vs. Q3D RLCG, (c) HFSS vs. Q3D RL,
and (d) HFSS vs. Q3D RLCG-TLM.

The detailed comparison of the drain current, id , waveforms in Figure 6a demonstrates
the main differences of three numerical techniques.
Q3D RLCG
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Figure 6. Detailed comparison of current waveforms shown on Figure 5: (a) the zoom of all waveforms at the beginning of the switching transition, and (b) the spectrum of turn-off current waveforms.

A good matching between the transient simulations with the PEEC- and HFSS- 6 × 6 Sparameters, cf. Figures 5a and 6a, points out that the QS field assumption used by the PEEC
solver is still valid. The S6×6 parameters extracted by the Q3D RLCG solvers with and
without the TLM introduce HF ringing of the drain current, which is not observed in the
transient simulations using the PEEC- and HFSS- S6×6 parameters, see Figures 5b,d and 6a.
By using the S6×6 parameters from Q3D-RL Solver, the id waveform does not contain
the HF ringing, however, a mismatch to the id waveform simulated with the HFSS S6×6
parameters is visible, cf. Figure 5c. Comparing the id waveforms at the beginning of
the current switching transient as shown in Figure 7a, it can be observed that the S6×6
parameters from the Q3D-RL solver, not modeling electric field effects, do not capture
the first current valleys modeled by the PEEC- and HFSS-S6×6 parameters, while the
Q3D RLCG- and Q3D RLCG-TLM-S6×6 parameters introduce additional HF oscillations.
The differences of the EM modeling approaches can quantitatively evaluated by comparing
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the spectra of the turn-off current waveforms as shown in Figure 6b. The Q3D RLCG
model leads to higher amplitude harmonics around 600 MHz–700 MHz, which is shifted
towards 800 MHz–1 GHz and reduced by using the TLM approach. Accordingly, the TLM
improves the accuracy of the Q3D RLCG modeling in a wider frequency range, however
the distributed RLCG coupled transmission line system set automatically by the Q3D, does
not eliminate all HF inaccuracies. Taking the current spectrum simulated by the HFSS-S6×6
parameters as reference, the maximum errors of the spectra simulated by the 3-D PEEC-,
the Q3D RLCG-, the Q3D RLCG-TLM- and the Q3D RL-S6×6 parameters are 14.1%, 32.6%,
33.5% and 18.3%, respectively.

HFSS
Q3D RLCG-TLM
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Figure 7. Simulations of HF oscillations observed in the drain current waveform of a SiC trench
power MOSFET MDUT2 for IL = 40 A, Vtest = 600 V, Rgate = 1 Ω, Cgd,ext = 1 pF using the extracted
6 × 6 S-parameters: (a) HFSS vs. PEEC, (b) HFSS vs. Q3D RLCG, (c) HFSS vs. Q3D RL, and (d) HFSS
vs. Q3D RLCG-TLM.

4.2. Example 2
The second example presents the current switching waveforms of a 1.2 kV, 30 mΩ
SiC trench power MOSFET containing HF ringing mainly caused by the layout parasitics.
The transient current switching waveforms simulated using different S6×6 parameters and
their spectra are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The comparison in Figures 7a and 8a shows
that the transient simulations with the PEEC- and HFSS-S6×6 parameters capture the same
resonance frequency of HF oscillations of ≈98 MHz but with different amplitudes. This
leads to higher amplitude of HF harmonics in the spectrum calculated by the 3-D PEECS6×6 parameters in comparison to the spectrum of the HFSS-S6×6 parameters. To better
match the 3-D PEEC modeling with HFSS 3-D FEM modeling, an optimized non-uniform
meshing is required. On the other hand, the transient simulations with the S6×6 parameters
extracted by the Q3D RLCG and RL solvers contain the HF oscillations shifted by ≈2 MHz
in the resonant frequency, cf. Figure 7b,c. The S6×6 parameters extracted by the Q3D RLCG
solver, cf. Figure 7b, additionally contribute to a higher damping that can be attributed to
higher capacitive effects modeled by the Q3D-RLCG S-parameters. The TLM improves the
Q3D RLCG modeling, however, similarly to the previous example, the spectra calculated
by the Q3D RLCG with and without TLM both show high amplitude harmonics in the HF
range not observed in the spectra calculated by HFSS 3-D FEM, Q3D RL, and 3-D PEEC
methods. Taking the current spectrum simulated by the HFSS-S6×6 parameters as reference,
the maximum errors of the spectra simulated by the 3-D PEEC-, the Q3D RLCG-, the Q3D
RLCG-TLM- and the Q3D RL-S6×6 parameters are 39%, 74%, 75% and 51%, respectively.
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Figure 8. Detailed comparison of current waveforms shown on Figure 7: (a) the zoom of
all waveforms at the beginning of the switching transition, and (b) the spectrum of current
switching waveforms.

4.3. Results Analysis
The differences observed in the transient simulations of the MOSFET drain current
using the two examples described above demonstrate the capabilities of three numerical
techniques, the FEM, the equivalent-RLCG-circuit method, and the PEEC method, used
in computational electromagnetics for PE applications. Similarly to [22], the performed
analysis also points out that consideration of the broadband frequency range is necessary
for accurately capturing the fast switching transitions of modern power devices. Namely,
under the QS field assumption, which can be assumed for a large number of PE applications,
it is shown that the PEEC-based EM modeling can be as accurate as the well-established
FEM-based EM modeling. The frequency range up to hundreds of MHz is important for
accurate simulations of PE circuits and their layouts. The RLCG-equivalent-circuit-based
methods have to be used carefully since here the modeling of electric-field induced coupling
effects is approximated in comparison to the 3-D PEEC modeling, leading to pronounced
artificial oscillations and/or overestimation of capacitive effects. As long as a layout
features dominantly inductive behavior, the modeling using the Q3D RL-solver, the PEEC
solver, and the HFSS 3-D FEM solver is behaving more similar. To accurately capture
HF ringing behavior originating from both magnetic and electric field coupling effects
often occuring in the switching transients of power semiconductor device due to layout
parasitics, the FEM-based or the PEEC-based EM solvers represent a better alternative than
the RLCG-equivalent circuit EM solvers.
5. Conclusions
This paper shows the capabilities of three numerical techniques, the PEEC method,
the HFSS 3-D FEM, and the Q3D RLCG-equivalent-circuit method typically used for
broadband EM modeling of PES. Special attention is given to the differences between
the QS 3-D PEEC- and the RLCG-equivalent-circuit-based EM modeling, which have
been frequently overlooked so far. The HFSS 3-D FEM solver has a high potential for
modeling broadband EM behavior of power converters. However, the FEM-based EM
solvers require that the ports are small in size and referenced to a common return current
path. Here, in general, the PEEC method offers a higher flexibility in setting-up of the
ports. In addition, the commercial FEM-based EM solvers are typically optimized for either
LF or HF EM simulations, whereas the required accuracy of broadband EM modeling
depends on the application. The broadband capabilities and accuracy of the PEEC method
are shown on a modeling example of a 3-D structure rather simplified in comparison to
circuit layout geometries in real applications. This is mainly do to the present difficulties
with automatized PEEC meshing of more complex structures. Consequently, the current
on-going research on the PEEC method is focusing on the development of a PEEC mesher
which can automatically handle more complex geometries, and a broadband surface-based
PEEC formulation for capturing HF effects at lower computational costs.
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